FREEPORT CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
“Children are a heritage of the Lord” Psalm 127:3

Grade 5
English5 Grammar & Writing - BJU - English 5 studies traditional grammar and guides students through
the step-by-step use of the Writing Process for a variety of writing assignments, such as compare-contrast
essays, persuasive business letters, research reports, and more. The student work text provides guided
practice, independent practice, chapter reviews, and cumulative reviews.
Literature - Purposeful Design/Modos Press- With over 600 pages of prose, poetry, plays, and nonfiction
narratives, Coral’s student curriculum features "Lessons in Literature." Each lesson teaches language arts
skills appropriate for the prose it precedes. In addition, Modos Press provides a pre-curriculum
introduction to the more complex skills that will be studied with the major prose selections in each of the
six units.
Spelling - Purposeful design- Includes 36 hands-on lessons to challenge and enhance student spelling
skills, and meaningful and grade-appropriate activities to foster both proficiency and confidence in
spelling. Grade Three student features: phonics, word Study, writing, and the use of spelling words in
context. Spelling word lists increase to 25 words.
Heritage Studies - BJU - Heritage Studies 5 continues the narrative of American history from the
development of the automobile in the late 1800s through the inauguration of President Obama in 2009.
Topics are presented from a biblical perspective and include the invention and influence of the automobile
and airplane, World War I, the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, World War II, the Vietnam War,
struggles over civil rights, the war on terror, Afghanistan and Iraq wars, and immigration decisions.
Math 5 - Purposeful design - In Math 5 Student Work text, math skills are developed within a chapter
format followed by daily review for a mastery approach. Colorful pages reinforce the concepts taught in
the lesson; understanding is emphasized through the use of manipulatives and pictures.
Science 5 - Purposeful Design - Science 5 explores God’s creation in a study of life science, physical science,
earth and space science, and the human body. Students develop science process skills by participating in
hands-on activities and projects. The Science 5 student text provides fascinating scientific information
through understandable text, charts, diagrams, and colorful photographs and illustrations.
Pasaporte al Español - BJU - Step 5 each work text page activity is designed as practice of the material
presented in the previous lesson and reviewed in the current lesson. Built-in flashcards are part of each
page. The back of each work text page includes a dictation exercise, a Bible verse, a Bible truth, a Bible
song, or a recipe from a country emphasized in the unit.
Possessing the Land - Positive Action - Just as God wanted His people to possess the land of Canaan, so
He desires His children to live in a spiritual realm of promise and victory today. Through this study, your
students will gain an understanding of the patterns and themes of God’s work through the Old Testament.
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